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BepiColombo is the first European mission to Mercury. It mainly consists of two separate
spacecraft which will orbit the planet: Mercury Magnetosphaeric Orbiter (MMO), provided
by the Japanese Space Agency, and Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO), provided by the
European Space Agency, plus a dedicated module, Mercury Transport Module (MTM),
which will provide the transfer from Earth to Mercury. MPO, the subject of this paper, is
the European scientific contribution to the BepiColombo mission. Its orbit around Mercury
will be 3-axis stabilized, planet oriented, with a planned lifetime of 1 year, and a possible 1year extension. The mission will perform a comprehensive study on Mercury, by means of
several instruments, including a laser altimeter, different types of spectrometers, a
magnetometer and radio science experiments.
To verify both the MPO function in vacuum under extreme temperature conditions and
the capability of its thermal design to withstand the extremely challenging thermal
environment that it will face in its orbit around Mercury, a specific Thermal
Balance/Thermal Vacuum (TB/TV) test has been performed in November 2014 in ESTEC
Large Space Simulator (LSS). Test phases at different intensity level, from 1 Solar Constant
to 8 Solar Constants, have been conducted. Illumination has been performed from several
directions to cover different orbit illumination conditions. The aim of this paper is to report
the TB/TV that has been performed on the MPO, including test setup, problems occurred
during the test, evaluation of the test results and correlation with the predictions of the
Thermal Mathematical Model.
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Nomenclature
AU
BC
HP
LSS
MMO
MPO
MOSIF
MTM
PFM
RCS
S/C
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Astronomical Unit
BepiColombo, name of the mission
Heat Pipe
Large Space Simulator (TV chamber)
Mercury Magnetosphere Orbiter
Mercury Planetary Orbiter
Magnetospheric Orbiter Sunshade and Interface
Mercury Transfer Module
Proto-Flight Model
Reaction Control System
SpaceCraft

SC
STM
TAS-I
TCS
TEC
UV
VDA
VUV
αS
εIR

=
=
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=
=
=

Solar Constant
Structural Thermal Model
Thales Alenia Space Italia
Thermal Control System
Thermo-Electric Cooler (Peltier Element)
UltraViolet
Vapor Deposited Aluminum
Vacuum UltraViolet
Solar Absorptance
Infrared Emissivity

I. Introduction
A. The Mission
BepiColombo is Europe’s mission to planet Mercury. The mission consists of a Japanese spinning satellite
“Mercury Magnetosphaeric Orbiter” (MMO) provided by JAXA and a 3 axis stabilized “Mercury Polar Orbiter”
(MPO) provided by ESA.
MMO
A dedicated “Mercury Transport Module”
(MTM) provides the transfer from earth to Mercury.
The Mission is lead by Astrium Friedrichshafen,
MOSIF
with Thales Alenia Space Torino responsible for the
MPO and MOSIF thermal design.
The S/C is lifted by an Ariane V rocket into a
MPO
direct Earth escape. The trajectory from launch to
final orbit insertion at Mercury takes about 6 years
and comprises several planet fly-bys for fuel saving:
2 at Venus and 4 at Mercury. Deceleration against
MTM
the huge gravity of the sun is done by solar electric
propulsion located in a dedicated Mercury Transfer
Module (MTM).
During this transfer, the whole S/C is in a 3 axis
stabilized sun oriented attitude, while the MPO in its
final orbit is planet oriented.
A sunshade for the MMO completes the
Figure 1. Mercury Composite Spacecraft composed of
Mercury composite spacecraft (MCS) stack.
MTM, MPO and MMO inside its sunshade MOSIF.
B. The Thermal Environment
The thermal environment of the mission is extremely variable spanning between extremes never experienced by
other ESA missions before.
During the cruise phase the distance from the Sun spans from 1.16 AU to 0.298 AU giving rise to solar flux
intensities from 1,015 W/m2 (0.74 SC) to 15,380 W/m2 (11.3 SC). The composite S/C will cruise with a very limited
variation of the solar aspect angle and will experience eclipses in correspondence with the various planet fly-bys.
The simulation of the cruise phase (earth escape orbit and transfer up to Mercury capture) is of particular interest
for the MTM and the MMO when stowed inside its protective MOSIF element. For the MPO, the Mercury orbit
phases are of particular relevance. Also in these cases, the thermal environments are extremely variable, with
extremely high solar intensities and thermal loads caused mainly by the IR radiation emitted by Mercury. The solar
flux intensity will vary from 6,290 W/m2 at Mercury aphelion to 14,500 W/m2 at Mercury perihelion. Mercury does
not possess an atmosphere and its rotation is locked in a 3/2 spin-sun revolution ‘orbital resonance’ that causes long
insulation of its surface and results in extremely high temperatures of its surface (up to 725 K peak temperature)
which generates a very intense IR emission. Tthat, when combined the MPO orbit geometry, give rise to IR peaks
up to 4,500 W/m2.
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Due to the nadir pointing MPO, the position of the sun relative to the S/C changes continuously. A flip over
maneouver every perihelion and aphelion season keeps one side of the MPO always in shadow and thus can be used
as radiator.
C. The MPO Spacecraft
The MPO thermal design is based on a compact shape completely covered by MLI on five sides and with only
one face dedicated to radiators. HT-MLI is used also for external items such as antennas and magnetometer boom. A
network of heat pipes transports the heat from equipment towards the radiator, where embedded heat pipes ensure a
proper distribution of the heat over more than 6m² radiator area.
The MPO MLI is made of 3 nested insulation layers. The
layers are spaced to ensure micro-meteorite protection. The
outermost layer embodies metallic foils covered by ceramic fiber
fabric.
The MPO radiator needs protection from the high Mercury
IR flux. This is achieved by curved fins with a specular surface
finish. Several payloads have the necessity of detector
temperatures well below zero degree Celsius. Therefore local
radiators, decoupled from the main radiator are present.

Figure 2 – MPO triple blanket insulation

Figure 3 – MPO radiator
Upper photo: radiator as seen from deep space.
From Mercury’s position only the fins are visible (lower photo)
The heat pipe network uses constant conductance ammonia heat pipes. All pipes are oriented in parallel planes to
allow testing under 1g. The only exception are the HP towards medium gain and high gain antenna and one of the
instruments.
A more detailed description of the thermal design is given in paper 212 in this year’s ICES (ref. 6).

II. THERMAL DEVELOPMENT HISTORY
A mission to Mercury implies that emphasis had to be put on the development of a sophisticated thermal control
system that could cope with high solar loads and the large variation of thermal environment described above. In
addition to numerous tests for selecting and qualifying non-conventional materials needed for the design of the
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hottest parts, the description of which are beyond the purpose of this paper, the following main development tests of
the thermal control design were performed.
The concept of curved fins was verified by an early breadboard test in 2007 (ref. 2)
Many MLI Development tests were conducted on planar and 3D small samples to perform trade-offs about the
blanket composition and verify their ideal performances (ref. 3)
In 2012, a system thermal balance test was performed as part of
the STM environmental qualification test campaign. This test revealed
several shortcomings with the blanket design and the heat pipe
network. As a consequence, the complete blanket insulation system
was revised and modified. Also additional heat pipes were included
and the HP attachment method revised.
It was decided to verify the modifications of the MLI blanket
system with a large size MLI test that was able to incorporate
representative large portions of the new blanket configuration (MLI
Big Size Test, ref. 5). The test consisted of a sun simulation thermal
balance test that allowed, in the same test session, to compare the old
and the new improved design performances. It was conducted in 2013
in LSS (see figure 4).
Figure 4 – BigSize MLI test
PFM (left) MLI vs STM MLI (right)

III. MPO PFM TESTING

Figure 5 - MPO inside the LSS chamber, +Y to sun
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A. Test setup
The test configuration favoured a thermal verification of the individual BC PFM modules rather than a
verification of the modules in their stacked cruise configuration. The cruise configuration is characterized by a
largely fixed attitude with respect to sun and thus considered more benign than MPO during its orbit with sun from 5
sides. Also the complex interaction at P/L apertures with potential local sun trapping demanded verification by test.
Furthermore, limitations of the test facility did not allow testing of the complete stack in 10SC, the way forward was
clear: testing at module level, where the MTM and MOSIF module tests contained a simulation of the external MPO
MLI to ensure that module to module interfaces were correctly represented in their tests.
The orbit phase of the MPO in stand-alone configuration is considered the most demanding and important phase
of the MPO mission. Therefore it was selected to perform testing on module level and simulate the different
illumination conditions by dedicated test phases.
The objectives of the MPO thermal vacuum tests were:
• Verification of system functionality and PFM workmanship (applicable for PFM modules only);
• Verification of thermal control system and relevant thermal mathematical models.
The first type of verification needed to be done at temperature levels equal or greater than the levels expected in
flight (system thermal vacuum tests), while the second type needed to be done in environmental conditions that are
similar to those expected in flight (thermal balance tests).
In particular, the second objective had to provide the final evidence that all the modifications introduced after the
MPO STM TB test worked as intended. Additionally the transient behavior needed to be verified as the heater power
consumption during eclipses was predicted to bring the battery capacity to its limits.
From those objectives the test setup for the PFM MPO was finally defined as follows:
• Simulation of three solar flux test cases 1,000 W/m2, 6,300 W/m2 , 11,000 W/m2
• Eclipse simulation entry/exit (including a boost heating phase)
• Space environment simulation below 100 K
• Rotation of the specimen relative to the sun beam in the range of ±90° (LSS Spin Box)
• Tilting of 30° around X axes to provide sun illumination onto the nadir side (top side in test setup)
• Horizontal levelling of the specimen in two axes in the range of +/- 5° with an accuracy of 0.1 °.
• Vacuum level below 10-3 Pa (10-5 mbar).
The value of 11,000 W/m2 was the maximum practically attainable by the facility taking into account the
lifetime limitation of the lamps.
Despite the high IR load from Mercury’s surface it was decided to omit the simulation of the Mercury due to
following considerations:
• Difficulty to obtain representative fluxes impinging the surfaces of the S/C and its radiator with the correct
angles;
• Difficulty of obtaining representative intensities without overloading the facility cooling system;
• Presence of additional equipment in the chamber for simulating the IR flux could have caused solar and IR
reflections;
• Clarity of the test conditions and thus gain in simulation accuracy as the interpretation of the simulation of IR
fluxes (obtained either by racks of lamps or plates heated at very high temperature) would have required a lot
of mathematic analyses making their simulation of dubious advantage.
The exact simulation of the orbital phases with the MPO constantly revolving under the Sun presented enormous
difficulties and could not be supported by the motion system of the facility. It was thus preferred to have many test
phases with constant illumination on the various faces of the S/C and to compensate for the omitted IR loads with
test heaters inside the S/C. These phases provided representative data against which to correlate the thermal
mathematical model which, subsequently, will be used to verify analytically the thermal performance in the planned
orbital conditions.
Figure 6 shows the test phases, starting with hot phases (without operation of pressure sensitive equipment like
TWTs), followed by hot TV phases (all units planned to be operated on A side, B side and cross-strap
configuration). After the 1st hot plateau the transition to cold was made starting with survival heater check and worst
case cold thermal balance phases. Cold TV phases followed. The test was finished by another hot TV cycle (only 1
operational configuration) and an inclined thermal balance phase.
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Figure 6 - MPO PFM TB/TV planned test phases
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The selected facility was the LSS at ESTEC, that was the facility used also for all the STM campaign and the
Big Size MLI Test. The sun simulation system of the LSS was modified to answer the demands of the BC mission.
The modified facility was then able to provide a solar beam concentrated on a 3 m diameter test reference area
(instead of the original 6 m) with an intensity that approached 13,500 W/m2. This was possible by compromising on
the collimation angle (the beam is no longer parallel) and by replacing the original lamps with more powerful 25kW
ones. Previous tests showed that running the lamps at their maximum intensity decreased the lifetime of the lamps
drastically. To cover the entire MPO PFM test program, the average beam intensity had to be compromised with the
expected lamps lifetime.
The facility was also equipped with a leveling table, adjustable during the test, that could guarantee the levelness
required for the correct operation of the heat pipes (1 mm/m corresponding to a tilt angle less than 0.057˚).
The MPO was installed on top a test adapter by using its 4 attachment points that join the MPO to the MTM in
flight. The test adapter sits on top of the leveling table which, in turn, is mounted on the gimbal stand of the LSS
facility. In this way, the +Z side of the MPO, where most of the P/L apertures are located, has a free view to the
environment and, by tilting the gimbal stand, can be illuminated by the solar beam as required by the test program.
This was exactly the same configuration used for the STM thermal balance test. Figure 10 shows the tilted
configuration, which was selected to verify potential sun trapping around P/L apertures
The test harness and TTC cables exited the MPO from its –Z side
facing the test adapter and were routed inside the test adapter. The S/C
power generated by the solar array simulator was routed through the
solar array drive mechanism to provide realistic dissipations inside the
slip rings.
To perform operations with the TWTs and other P/L units, the
vacuum level inside the S/C had to be less than specified requirements
and therefore, four vacuum gauges were installed inside the +X and –X
bays of the S/C and monitored during the test. The attainment of the
minimum vacuum level for operations was a critical issue in the early
Figure 7 – location of IR cameras
phases of the TV test that imposed some re-shuffling of the test phases,
as described below.
2 IR cameras (red circles in fig. 7) were used to detect temperature anomalies on the MLI or external items. They
were also used to measure the MLI external temperatures which were fed into the correlation. They were aimed on
the MPO nadir side and onto the area of medium gain antenna and solar array root hinge.
More than 600 thermocouples were installed to allow proper evaluation of temperature gradients, functionality of
the heat pipes and monitoring of critical temperatures.
The MPO TB/TV test setup was equipped with test heaters arranged in 69 lines with a total installed power in
excess of 1000W. On the MPO itself 9 test heaters substituted missing heat load from Mercury. Another 10 heater
lines were used to keep tilt sensors and vacuum gauges within their temperature ranges.

Figure 8 - +X to sun

Figure 10 - +Y/+Z inclined to sun
Figure 9 - -X to sun

B. Test results
The test attitudes were executed as planned. In addition to the +Y to sun shown in figure 5, also +X (fig.9), -x
(fig.10) and the inclined attitude (fig.11) were executed.
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The first hot TV phase switched on TWTs and high voltage parts of payload instruments. The pressure inside the
MPO at the intermediately warm phases was within limits (<5*10-5mbar), but increasing temperatures to acceptance
limits lead to violation of the pressure requirements. The hot TV phases were moved to the end of the test. But even
9 additional days (at cold temperatures) reduced the internal pressure only by about factor of 5.
During the continuation of the test, several pressure requirements were relaxed so that all operations could be
performed as planned. The relaxation was possible after careful review of the pressure margins between the location
of pressure gauges and the critical elements (e.g. high voltage or peltier elements) inside the units.
In total the test duration exceeded the planned 18 days by
one day
Test Results
In general the expected temperature levels matched the
measured ones well. Insulation performance also matched the
expectations.
Table 1 – relaxation of pressure
requirements

Some issues may be worth mentioning:
• Onboard thermistors were acquired routinely, even at
times when there was a swap from the conditioning
unit A to B. This occasionally lead to bits of the
temperature reading being lost and data corrupted. It
was noted that the tolerances in the conditioning
current supply was such that about 30% of all
channels showed a “temperature jump” of about 1°C
when changing from ‘A’ to ‘B’.
• During manual switch over from heaters A to B, both
were powered simultaneously. In one case a double
layer heater was destroyed after 10 min of double
operation (meanwhile changed heater design)
• Huge gradients occurred on CPS tanks, which lead to
redesign of the heater layout
• Adaptation of heater parameter (set-points, filter
values) was necessary during test (as expected)
A problem in the power SCOE led to an unplanned
additional eclipse simulation, which brought the battery close
to its limits.
The heat pipes performed as expected. Only in the area of
IMU HPs, the pipes were not sufficiently co-aligned with the
S/C axes. Due to gravity effects on the complex shaped
heatpipes (4 bends), they stopped working over the complete
length. Only those segments that were gravity assisted
seemed to work. As such effect is not present in orbit, it was
decided not to try correlation of individual segments of the
HP.

Compared to the previous STM, using correlated TMM in
both cases for almost identical test conditions, the insulation
performance improved significantly (see table 3). Also the
thermal link from +/-X panels via linking heat pipes into the MPO radiator, which was a problem in the STM was
now corrected (see table 4). As a consequence the PFM average temperature was significantly lower and well within
the relevant unit limits.
Table – 2 test phases and durations
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Test Article
STM
Test Phase
TP#6
Solar Flux [W/m2]
11000
Total Dissipation (Units + Heaters) [W]
970
Heat Leaks (MLI, External Items) [W]
270
Heat Rejected to Chamber [W]
1240
Table 3 – comparison of heat balance

PFM
TP#6
11000
970
140
1110

Test Article
STM
Test Phase
TP#6
Temperature of +X Heat Pipes [°C]
35
Temperature of -X Heat Pipes [°C]
41
Temperature of Rad. Heat Pipes [°C]
16
DT +X - Radiator [K]
19
DT -X - Radiator [K]
25
Table 4 – comparison of heat pipe temperatures

PFM
TP#6
15.2
14.5
8.6
6.6
5.9

Figure 11 - +Y face IR photo
Colourcoded to represent the temperature range of 180 to 280°C
Figure 11 shows the IR map of the illuminated +Y MLI. Blanket overlaps and the grid of grounding wires are
clearly visible. The numbers refer to areas for which the temperature reading of the IR camera was evaluated as a
vietual sensor and used in the correlation. The red area at the corner between test adapter MLI and MPO body shows
clearly the effect of sun trapping at corner edges. The measured temperature increase amounted to almost 100°C
(from about 260°C on the flat parts to about 360°C at the corner). At the test adapter the circular intensity shape is
caused by the beam shape, which did not illuminate the full test adapter. Figures 12 and 13 show the IR image of the
+Z side with 22N thrusters and P/L apertures during the inclined and illuminated test phase. The picture was
switched between grey scale and color coded temperature representation to have an easier identification of hot spot
areas. Recessed areas have clear shadow and sun areas as expected. The temperature of white front rings (left side of
figure 12) is driven by different coupling values to the colder S/C structure.
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Figure 12 - +Z face IR photo (greyscale and colourcoded)

IV. CORRELATION OF MPO PFM WITH TEST RESULTS
The correlation is based on the steady state phases. As usual, the correlation started with placing the measured
dissipations and heater duty cycles into the model. Some units were fed by 2 LCLs, some units are supplying other
units downstream (typically RF units). Furthermore the onboard measurement of small currents has quite large
uncertainty, so the dissipation data have been checked for consistency with supplier measurements.
Special care must be taken wherever pulse width modulation is used for internal heaters or thermo-electric
coolers. It was impossible to obtain reasonable power values from the input current to the star trackers, as the current
measurements seemed to be phased somehow with the TEC. Only a single measurement every 15 minutes indicated
the presence of the TEC power.
Some thermocouples seemed to have detached from the structures (especially on heat pipes) and needed to be
disregarded for correlation. It was not obvious from the test data at which test phase this happened (as the reading
changed from direct unit or structure temperature to the radiative sink
temperature in this area).
For the PCDU the nodal breakdown of the unit needed to be refined, as
quite large gradients occurred within its baseplate. The PCDU dissipation is
split depending on the power distribution reported by the supplier.
Some local corrections in the GMM were made (e.g. placing the 5N
thrusters at measured positions, including washers) to get local
improvements. Furthermore the overall CPS, including Units and pipework
was modelled in high detail. A number of thermocouples had been installed
for the thermal balance test on the MPO PFM, in order to collect temperature
data useful for thermal model correlation, check thermal gradients along the
pipework sections and units and heater lines operation. Those sensors were
used to improve predictions of local cold/hot spots, which led to local design
changes of the CPS heater lines:
• increasing installed heater power on low pressure pressure transducers
• installation of dedicated small heaters on 4 pyro-valves
• reduction of installed heater power on liquid filters
Figure 13 – CPS pipework
Figure 13 gives an impression on the complexity of the CPS pipework.
Cold local radiators showed initially significant deviations. All parasitic couplings into the cold parts have been
revised and a review of the as built spacecraft configuration confirmed the modelling assumptions. Correlation was
achieved only after making assumptions on radiative heat exchange with warm parts of the MPO. Unfortunately the
MLI, isolating cold local radiator rear side from warm main radiator and structure, needed to be removed for access
reasons. It was clear that some gaps have existed during test along the perimeter of this MLI, but it was impossible
to quantify these gaps. For the purpose of correlation some assumptions were made, which will be validated by a
dedicated breadboard test. Naturally those gaps will be closed before flight significantly better than during TB test
once the last removal and handling of the blankets has been done.
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During the first thermal balance phase, i.e. during the first 2-3days of testing it seemed that residual air was still
trapped inside MLI blankets, leading to decreased insulation performance. As the impact onto the unit temperatures
was comparatively small, no attempt was made to quantify this effect during the correlation. Some local correlation
was made comparing expected temperature drops and measured ones in the area of 22N thrusters and fine sun
sensors.
Also some errors in the evaluation had crept in, so thermocouples were occasionally compared to wrong TMM
nodes. After fixing all those issues the correlation results are good. The average structure and heatpipe correlation is
excellent, proving that the main heat paths have been modelled correctly.
As an example the units on the –X side are reported in table 5.
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Table 5 – correlation results for +X units
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V. LESSON LEARNED
Instrumentation:
• Thermocouples should not be placed at the very end of a heat pipe. Depending on filling level and
operational condition, a small liquid slug may block the evaporator end. Better stay >5cm away from
the ends
• In order to determine the amount of heat flow, place thermocouples at each end of a flex link or stud (at a
well defined geometry with low emissivity so that the conduction can be calculated with low
uncertainty and the temperature delta between both ends allows the calculation of the heat flux)
• Check requirements of electrically isolated thermocouples with facility. At LSS facility all thermocouples
must be isolated from S/C ground to avoid picking up noise which affects the temperature reading.
• Photo record was very valuable (one survey photo, one detailed photo for each sensor). During the test
and also during correlation it could be verified if unexpected temperature reading was related to some
inhomogeneity of the temperature around the sensor. Also picking the correct node for representing the
thermocouple was easier (as in some locations the planned position was not identical to the finally
selected thermocouple position).
MLI performance:
• Due to the limited number of sensors in a S/C level test (and the need to keep blankets undisturbed for
flight) it is difficult to correlate MLI performance from test
• Better to perform a representative MLI test (i.e. typical blanket area, typical overlaps, typical amount of
fixations, typical temperature of support structure, blanket grounding). Such test can afford placing
thermocouples inside the blanket at different layers (during blanket manufacturing). The amount of heat
leaking through the blanket at different temperatures can be determined easier as the test setup can be
selected in a way to allow good evaluation of heat rejected from the underlying structure.
Pressure requirements:
• Vacuum level inside S/C is about factor 10 higher than outside in cold conditions, about factor 100 in hot
conditions due to increased outgassing.
• A “bake-out” at the start of a test does not show significant effects. From outgassing predictions only
water molecules can be removed at a bake out within a few days. Hydrocarbons from CFRP panels are
predicted to need a bakeout of several weeks.
• Negotiate with equipment what the real pressure needs are, where they apply and which safety margins
are to be used. Check what reference measurements the suppliers have (pressure measured inside the
unit, inside a compartment, outside the box ?)
General:
• Combine relevant onboard data with thermocouple and test heater data in the same data base, so that
those data can be combined in a single graph (temperature telemetry, unit and heater currents, heater
states)
• Verify that EGSE and facility operate on the same time zone (by default facility is at local time, while
S/C operations run on UTC)
• Be aware that all telemetry (on board as well as thermocouple data acquired by facility) is discrete in
time. You cannot expect to pick up rapid changes with a telemetry rate of typically once per 0.5 – 2
minutes. Especially the evaluation of heater duty cycles may be tricky. Also pulse width modulated
heaters or peltier elements may give misleading duty cycles when looking at standard current telemetry.
(Check if other HK parameter are available or check what the commanded duty cycle was).
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
All of the key features of the MPO’s thermal design were shown to work under the extreme conditions that are
present in Mercury environment. Thanks to prior testing of critical parameter like radiator or MLI the PFM test
could concentrate on verification of thermal design updates and functional verification. The survival heater system
could be tested under conditions even colder than in flight and the heater settings could be adapted on the spot
during the test.
All S/C functions were verified in cold and hot temperature levels exceeding the expected flight temperatures,
even if due pressure constraints some functional verification needed to be shifted from the first hot cycle to the last
one..
Finally, a good correlation of the thermal model has been achieved. Based on the correlated models the
predictions for critical mission phases like orbit insertions or loss of attitudes can be predicted with low
uncertainties.
Thus, it can be stated that the MPO PFM thermal balance/thermal vacuum test campaign has been highly
successful and the flight can be performed with confidence.
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